This course covers the advanced functionalities and capabilities of TIBCO Streaming software, along with hands-on labs. It illustrates the use of a wide variety of operators such as aggregate, query, iterate and decision tables. It explains feed simulations, tuples, lists, arc loops, interfaces, and extension points and introduces modules, containers, adapter configurations, unit tests, and Apache Maven.

**Learning Objectives**

- Introduce TIBCO Streaming
- Review manual input, test and debug
- Examine feed simulations
- Examine aggregate operator
- Explore query tables and query operator
- Discuss tuples
- Iterate over lists
- Create arc loops
- Discuss modules
- Discuss containers
- Implement Interfaces
- Configure extension points
- Discuss adapter configurations
- Examine decision table operator
- Introduce unit tests
- Discuss Maven

**Course Prerequisite**

- TIBCO Streaming — Foundation